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Disclaimer
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• This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements, which are subject to the risk factors 
and uncertainties associated with the diamond mining industry.

• Whilst Petra believes the expectations set out in this presentation are reasonable in light of the 
information currently available to it, the actual outcome may be materially different, owing to factors 
within and outside its control.

• Petra has no obligation to revise any such forward-looking statements to reflect any changes in its 
expectations or any change in circumstances, events or its plans and strategy. Accordingly no reliance 
may be placed on the figures contained in such forward-looking statements.

• This presentation is not intended to be comprehensive. While it has been prepared in good faith, no 
representation or warranty (express or implied) is or will be made, and no responsibility or liability is or 
will be accepted by Petra in relation to its accuracy or completeness.



3.3Mcts $532.6m $191.4m 0.47x
LTM1 Production LTM1 Sales LTM1 Adj. EBITDA Consolidated net debt/adjusted 

EBITDA2

Creating abundance from rarity
A mid-tier, multi-asset diamond producer with one of the world’s largest diamond resources
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Note 1: LTM represents 12 months to 31 December 2022
Note 2: Consolidated net debt as at 31 December 2022, EBITDA represents 12 months Adjusted EBITDA to 31 December 2022

We primarily supply the jewellery industry with gem-quality natural 

diamonds safely and to the highest ethical standards

1 2 3
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A high-quality asset base supporting long-life operations
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39 carat blue sold for 
$40.2m ($1m per carat)

32 carat pink sold for $13.8m

342 carat white sold for 
$10.0m + interest in 
polished

299 carat white sold for 
$12.8m

Letlapa Tala collection of blues (ranging from 9 to 25 
carats) sold for $40.4m

Responsibly sourcing some of the world’s rarest and most precious gems

• The Cullinan Mine is renowned for very rare and highly valuable Type IIb blue 
diamonds and high-quality Type IIa white diamonds

• Williamson is likely to be the world’s most important source of pink diamonds 
following the closure of the Argyle mine

Resource
147 Mct

Resource
36 Mct

Resource
38 Mct

Approved mine plan to 2033
(C-Cut Block Cave / C-Cut Ext / 

CC1E)
Orebody continues at depthFuture projects: C-Cut Centre / 

CC1E Phase II /  D-Cut

Future projects: 
Block 6 (92L, 

94L, 96L) 
/ SWPC

Approved mine plan to 
2031

(78L SLC / 
3-Level 90L SLC)

Orebody 
continues 
at depth

Approved mine 
plan to 2030

Future projects: Open pit 
potential up to 2039

Orebody continues at depth
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Selection of high value stones recently sold 
from Cullinan Mine and Williamson

Resource supports significant opportunity to extend beyond current mine plans
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Our purpose: creating abundance from rarity

Abundance for our communities through partnering to provide enduring benefit for future                    
generations

Abundance for our customers in celebrating love, friendship and life’s achievements

We believe that Earth’s rare and precious legacy can, through responsible mining, create abundant 
outcomes for our people, communities, investors, customers and all other stakeholders, giving 

expression to life’s special moments

Abundance for our investors in generating sustainable returns

Abundance for our people in realising their full potential to deliver extraordinary outcomes

Supported by Petra’s 
new Culture Code1

Note 1: Petra’s culture code was developed through engagement across its entire workforce to identify business “Enablers” (do more of these) and “Disablers” (do less of these). 
These factors are used as a mathematical formula displayed by iconography, enabling Petra to measure its progress towards an improved operating culture while aiming to deliver on 
its purpose
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The benefits of diamond mining are far reaching…

$16 billion

in total net benefit 

contribution

Note 1: The Socioeconomic and Environmental Impact of Large-Scale Diamond Mining prepared by Trucost in 2017 for the Diamond Producer Association (renamed the Natural Diamond 
Council)

77,000

employees and 

contractors

1.1 million hours

worked per one 

lost time injury

$7 billion

direct and indirect 

economic benefits of 

local purchasing of 

goods and services

3 hectares

of land conserved 

per hectare used 

by mining

$4 billion

contributed to 

salaries and benefits

4.8x

living wage paid to 

the average worker

$3 billion

annual payments 

to Governments 

and communities

$42 million

Annual 

investment in 

infrastructure

160 Kg C02e per carat

Greenhouse gas footprint 

per one carat polished 

(69% less than that of a 

lab grown diamond
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• Diamond mining has a relatively small environmental footprint 
vs other mined commodities

• No harmful chemicals are involved in ore processing

• Energy consumption is relatively low with further reduction 
possible through renewable energy sources

• Rehabilitating mining sites can make a positive contribution 
to climate and nature

7Barclays ESG EM Corporate Day

….and we continue to strive to deliver more positive outcomes

Environment
Focused on protecting our natural 
surroundings

• Through responsible employment and procurement, 
we provide economic security and development

• Through community engagement projects, we build 
the talent pipeline of the future

• Diversity, inclusion and equity improves performance

Social
Ensuring positive economic and 
social development in our local 
communities

Governance
Ethical behaviour and robust 
governance is needed to deliver 
reliable production and maintain trust 
in our product

• Assuring traceable and conflict free sourcing through:

• The Kimberley Process
Responsible Jewellery Council
Natural Diamond Council
Emerging traceability technologies

• Safe working environments yield higher production and 
revenues

• A partnership approach works best to deliver strong 
business 

Lily James, NDC ambassador, at Livingstone House primary 
school, Botswana 
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2008
Petra produces its first 

standalone Sustainability 

Report including GRI 

disclosure

2013
Petra commences climate 

change disclosure with CDP

2017
Petra’s Sustainability Report 

becomes partially assured

2019
Petra commences 

development of its Climate 

Change Adaptation Strategy

2020
Petra produces its inaugural 

GHG Emissions Report

2020
Petra commences water 

security disclosure with CDP

2021
Petra publishes its

inaugural TCFD Report 

B
Rating from CDP for 

Climate Change & Water 

Security  2022 

62/100
ESG overall score from 

Moody’s analytics May 

’23 (above sector 

average)

#5 
Among 77 Metals & 

Mining peers on 

Refinitv (Dec 22)

#20
Among 118 Precious 

metals peers rated by 

Sustainalytics

(May 23)

2023
Our current sustainability 

performance

Our most recent 
Sustainability Report (2022)

Barclays ESG EM Corporate Day

15 years of progress on sustainability
Since 2008, Petra has managed and disclosed its performance on the most material ESG issues

The major milestones on our sustainability journey to date:

Identified as 
one of 
Europe’s Top 
500 Climate 
Leaders 
2023
by the Financial Times, in 

partnership with Statistica
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Sustainability is embedded into our strategy
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Maximise value 
from current 
operations

Limit dilution to optimise ROM grades

Maximise throughput to enhance margins

Continuous improvement culture to optimise cost base of mines

Embedded 
sustainability

Achieve zero harm

Effective corporate governance to protect and grow value

Define and implement new culture code

Environmental stewardship

Increase portion of females in workforce and promotion of inclusivity

Enhance sustainability of surrounding communities

Incorporate traceability technologies to enhance value throughout supply chain

Maintain flexibility at tenders to maximise achieved selling price

Brownfield 
organic 

expansion 
projects

Inorganic 
corporate 

opportunities

Develop further expansion projects to extend life beyond current mine plan

Investment of c.US$173m at Cullinan Mine over next 3 years

Limit exposure to Williamson whilst retaining control and share in upside

Investment of c.US$216m at Finsch over next 3 years

Assess orebodies either in or near production

Pursue value accretive corporate opportunities

Balance sheet provides optionality for the futureC
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Petra’s 
Sustainability 
Framework
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Our sustainability framework
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Pillar 1: valuing our people
Creating abundance for our people in realising their full potential to deliver extraordinary outcomes

Safety        Health, hygiene & wellness        Diversity & inclusion     Training, development, upskilling

Valuing our

PEOPLE

4.5 years
that Petra Diamonds has been fatal accident free



Climate change         Water Management         Circular Economy         Biodiversity 

Respecting our

PLANET

13Barclays ESG EM Corporate Day

Pillar 2: respecting our planet
Creating abundance through safeguarding our climate and environmental health

Net zero commitment
for Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions by 2050, with a reduction target of 35%-40% by 2030, based on our 2019 baseline



Stakeholder engagement    Community and social investment     Responsible sourcing     Responsible sales

Driving shared value 

PARTNERSHIPS

14
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Pillar 3: driving shared value partnerships
Creating abundance for our communities through partnering to provide enduring benefit for future generations

59%;89%
Of procurement spend with local suppliers in 
South Africa;Tanzania



Mineral resources management         Asset reliability          Capex and Opex efficiencies

Delivering reliable

PRODUCTION
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Pillar 4: delivering reliable production
Creating abundance for our investors and customers through reliable production

Case study: Mitigating risks for improved production at Finsch in H2 FY23

Newly commissioned Sandvik DD 422I

Challenges Mitigating actions

Tunnel availability • Implementation of a draw control 
strategy

• Extra focus on improving drill & 
blast process

• Commissioning of 78L phase 2 
tunnels

Fleet availability • Acquisition and commissioning of 
new machinery

Vacant key 
positions

• Recruitment into key positions, 
leverage care and maintenance 
opportunities from Koffiefontein

• Culture reset initiative launched 
to retain staff



Governance



Impact & outcomes
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Our governance framework is impact and outcome driven

Governance universe

Purpose, Strategy and Values 

- Planning and budget

- Operational performance

- Asset reliability

- Internal Controls 

- Capital allocation

- Monitoring and evaluation

- Funding and evaluation

- IT governance

- Marketing and trading

Financial  governance

Ethical 
leadership 

Good 
performance 

Effective 
controls

Trust and 
legitimacy 

- Group policies, procedures and standards

- Enterprise risk management

- Combined assurance management

➢ Regulatory compliance

➢ Risk & Assurance function

➢ Internal audits

➢ External assurers: financial auditors, regulators, reserves 

auditors

➢ Board and Board Committees

- Insurance

Risk governance 

- Board structure

- Memorandum of incorporation and Bye-Laws

- Board Evaluation

- Succession planning and rotation

- Key policies

- Board organisational culture and ethics

- Compliance with key legislation/regulations

- Remuneration and reward

- Key performance indicators

Board governance

Sustainability governance

- Sustainability managed through international  standards

- Human Rights

- Safety and health

- Environment & climate change mitigation / adaptation strategy

- Stakeholder engagement and communication

- Transformation

- Human capital diversity & inclusion

- Technical mining standards
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Peter Hill

Non-Executive Chairman 

Nomination (Chair) and 
Investment (Chair) 
Committees

Johannes Bhatt

Non-Independent NED2

HSE and Investment 
Committees
Nominated by Monarch

Varda Shine

Senior Independent NED

Remuneration (Chair), 
Audit & Risk, Nomination, 
Investment, HSE and SED 
Committees

Jacques Breytenbach

Finance Director

Executive and 
Investment Committees

Richard Duffy

Chief Executive

Executive, HSE, SED and 
Investment Committees

Octavia Matloa1

Independent NED

Social, Ethics & Diversity 
Committee (Chair) 
Audit & Risk, Remuneration, 
Nomination and Investment 
Committees

Alexandra Watson

Non-Independent NED2

SED and Investment 
Committees
Nominated by Franklin 
Templeton

Note 1: As announced on 27 March 2023, Octavia Matloa will retire from the Board at the end of June 2023 having been an independent Non-Executive Director since 2014. From 1 July 2023, Lerato Molebatsi will 
become the Company's designated workforce engagement Non-Executive Director and Chair of the Company's Social, Ethics & Diversity Committee
Note 2: Non-independent NEDs Johannes Bhatt and Alexandra Watson were nominated as part of the 2021 capital restructuring when bondholders Monarch and Franklin Templeton became holders of Petra’s equity
Note 3:  Board statistics shown as of 30 Apr 2023 and include Octavia Matloa who will retire from the Board as previously announced at the end of June 2023

Deborah Gudgeon

Independent NED

Audit & Risk (Chair), 
Remuneration, Nomination 
and Investment Committees 

Bernard Pryor

Independent NED

HSE (Chair), Audit & 
Risk, Remuneration, 
Nomination and 
Investment 
Committees

Jon Dudas

Independent NED

Audit & Risk, Remuneration, 
Nomination and Investment 
Committees 

Board Stats as at 
30 Apr 20233

45%
Female

60%
Independent 
(excluding the Chair)

5
Nationalities on the Board: UK, 
SA, Australia, Israel and German

Length of service (LOS)
0-4 years: 90%
4-9 years: 10%
Average LOS: 3.2 years

A proven board and management team that drives sustainability performance across Petra
Governance - Board of Directors

Lerato Molebatsi

Independent NED

Social, Ethics & Diversity, 
Audit & Risk, 
Remuneration, Nomination 
and Investment 
Committees



Remediation

• Evaluation of impacted livelihoods complete, and first phase of 
compensation is 97% complete

• Impacted community members accommodated

• Test work on tailings material shows it is inert:

• trials underway to determine best use of land post-remediation

• initial results suggest minor improvements will enable a return to natural 
revegetation or re-use as farmland

Interim TSF solution and restart of mining

• Resumption of operations planned for Q1 FY2024

• Intervening period used to accelerate planned stripping and maintenance 
work to enable a smooth start-up, while constructing the TSF facility

• Geotechnical evaluation to establish the root cause of the subsidence that 
caused the breach underway
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Responsible mining in action:
Response to Williamson tailings storage facility (TSF) breach in Nov 2022

Kabondo containment
150m long, 8m wide, 
2m high

Ng’wang’holo 
containment
60m long, 8m wide, 
2m high

Spill way containment
60m long, 8m wide, 
2m high

SD3 Breached Wall Closure
200m long, 15m wide, 8m high

Filtration drain stage
200m long, 15m wide, 5m high

NAL Containment 
700m long, 15m wide, 3m high

New Alamasi Dam wall
Raise embankment wall by 2m

New Alamasi Dam wall 
buttressing
800m long, 10m wide, 3m high 

Water diversion trench
1200m long, 5m wide, 3m deep 

Precautionary measures taken to date

• Breached wall now secured to prevent further outflow

• Buttresses constructed to prevent further movement of tailings and to 
reinforce the New Alamasi dam which withheld majority of outflow

• Water diversion trenches finalised, permit for the construction of a new 
freshwater dam expected in time for end of rainy season

Barclays ESG EM Corporate Day



Responsible mining in action:
Koffiefontein closure roadmap : sustaining life and livelihoods through shared value partnerships

20

As Koffiefontein approaches the end of its mine plan we are 
taking important steps towards responsible closure in 
discussion with all relevant stakeholders.

• Completed s189A retrenchment process in 
alignment with all stakeholders; Koffiefontein 
placed on care and maintenance

• Social Transition Committee created to 
facilitate alternative economic and social 
development opportunities

• Roadmap in place identifying all areas of 
rehabilitation and social responsibility on our 
journey to mine closure

Source: ICMM Responsible Mine Closure factsheet 

Each of Petra’s operations has a rehabilitation and closure plan, as well as associated closure financial provisions

Barclays ESG EM Corporate Day
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Petra’s sustainability priorities for 2023 and beyond

Valuing our

PEOPLE

Respecting our

PLANET

Driving shared value 

PARTNERSHIPS

Delivering reliable

PRODUCTION

• Pioneering waste optimisation and striving for circularity
Adopting a proactive approach to climate resilience, updating our climate strategy, and 
embarking on a path toward decarbonization
Upholding water stewardship and biodiversity conservation as cornerstones of our 
environmental responsibility
Accentuating the value of natural capital, fostering regenerative ecosystems as part of our 
sustainability commitment

• Stakeholder Engagement Framework being developed
• Processes in place to improve local procurement 
• Enacting responsible mine closure strategies and footprint remediation, aligning with best 

practices for environmental restoration

• Operational turnaround underway at Finsch
• Cullinan Mine C-Cut extension approved and underway
• Preparation for restart of Williamson operations

• Petra Culture Code roll out in progress, with ongoing monitoring of performance drivers
• Implementation of Performance Management System
• Focus on identifying and mitigating safety risks with behaviour-focused intervention 

programmes

Embedding and implementing the sustainability framework across the business



Thank you

21 June 2023
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